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This study investigates the impact dynamics of hollow elastic spheres partially filled8

with fluid. Unlike an empty sphere, the internal fluid mitigates some of the rebound9

through an impulse driven exchange of energy wherein the fluid forms a jet inside the10

sphere. Surprisingly, this occurs on the second rebound or when the free surface is11

initially perturbed. Images gathered through experimentation show that the fluid reacts12

more quickly to the impact than the sphere, which decouples the two masses (fluid13

and sphere), imparts energy to the fluid, and removes rebound energy from the sphere.14

The experimental results are analyzed in terms of acceleration, momentum and an15

energy method suggesting an optimal fill volume in the neighborhood of 30%. While16

the characteristics of the fluid (i.e., density, viscosity, etc.) affect the fluid motion17

(i.e., type and size of jet formation), the rebound characteristics remain similar for a18

given fluid volume independent of fluid type. Implications of this work are a potential19

use of similar passive damping systems in sports technology and marine engineering.20

C© 2012 American Institute of Physics. [http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4771985]21

I. INTRODUCTION22

The sloshing phenomenon has prompted significant research on the design of large tanks that23

store valuable fluids. The effects of sloshing are not limited to the movement of fluid but are also a24

powerful disturbance to the stability of marine and land-based containers.1–4 Although an external25

motion initiates the sloshing motion, the moving fluid subsequently affects the physical motion of26

the container in return.5 Sloshing, resulting from sudden changes in direction or external oscillatory27

disturbances, must be considered for almost any moving vehicle or structure containing liquid with28

a free surface (the surface of fluid exposed to air).6 In fact, the powerful forces induced by sloshing29

fluid can be harnessed in a way to stabilize tall buildings by the use of a tuned liquid damper.7, 8
30

These dampers are placed in the base or upper floors to counteract the forces caused by winds or31

seismic activity.32

The sporting industry also uses fluids to stabilize the performance of street hockey balls. Street33

hockey balls9 utilize sloshing-induced damping to remove the vertical rebound after a ball is hit,34

keeping it on the ground. These balls are partially filled with a viscous fluid which acts to reduce35

the rebound response of the sphere. This study investigates this phenomenon further, unraveling36

the motions of a spherical container partially filled with various liquids. To simulate the extreme37

circumstances under which sloshing may occur, partially filled spheres were dropped from rest. The38

impact of the first bounce results in the formation of a cavity-like deformation in the free surface of39

the fluid. At the moment of the second impact, this cavity collapses as the fluid mass contained in40

the walls of this cavity experience an instantaneous change in acceleration and a powerful jet forms,41

shown in Fig. 1, and the rebound of the sphere is dramatically reduced. The visible events of the42

rebounding motion of this sphere can be observed in Fig. 2.43
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FIG. 1. Jet formation within a partially fluid-filled sphere. m = 173 g, dia = 8 cm.

FIG. 2. Progression of a urethane sphere filled with 20% water dropped from a height of 10 cm. (m = 207 g, dia = 8 cm.)
The time in milliseconds is marked above each image. The moment of greatest sphere deformation upon the first impact
is marked as t = 0 ms. The apex of the first rebound is marked at t = 130 ms. Dark lines indicate where the second
and third impacts occur. The apex of the second rebound occurs at t = 340 ms. After the first impact, the fluid climbs
up the sides of the sphere and forms a large cavity in the center. On the second impact, this cavity collapses forming
a large jet in the center. On the third impact, the flow becomes completely disorganized (Video 1) (enhanced online).Q1
[URL: http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4771985.1].

http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4771985.1
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TABLE I. Summary of independent parameters varied in the experiment.

Drop height Fluid density Fill volume
Sphere type Diameter [cm] Weight [g] [cm] and viscosity [kg m3, N s m−2] [%]

Skyball R© 8 125 10, 20, 30, 60 Water [998, 8.9e−4] 0, 10, 20
(TPU) Iso. Alcohol [786, 1.92e−3] 30, 40, 50

Glycerin[1261, 9.5e−1] 60, 70, 80
90, 100

Acrylic 8 50 10, 20, 30, 60 Water [998, 8.9e−4] 0, 30,
70, 100

According to the experimental data presented in this study, it appears that the majority of the44

sphere’s rebound is removed at the second impact and resulting rebound. However, this momentum45

transfer can occur after the first impact if the fluid interface is initially perturbed prior to release of46

the sphere (see Sec. III D). The momentum transfer and rebound mitigation was found to be optimal47

when the sphere was filled to 30% of the interior volume, which is roughly equal to the mass of the48

empty sphere, independent of the physical properties of the fluids used.49

Many researchers have established and validated the foundational work of Worthington.10 For50

example, Antkowiak et al.11 demonstrated that jet formation is dependent upon the dynamic collapse51

of a meniscus-like deformation in the free surface. Gekle et al.12, 13 showed the local phenomenon52

of jet formation and growth due to the drastic changes in direction and momentum that occur53

following the collapse of cavities created by plunging disks and other objects through the free54

surface. Thoroddsen and Shen14 and Lohse et al.15 noticed similar dynamics of jet formation in55

granular materials. Bergmann16 summarized many of the common examples of jet formation while56

noting that the size and curvature of the cavity as well as the speed of that cavity’s collapse led to57

varying jet formations.58

The studies performed by Antkowiak et al.11 and Gekle et al.12, 13 begin to describe the jet for-59

mation as a deposit of the kinetic energy contained in the collapsing walls of the cavity. Rognebakke60

and Faltinsen2 noted that the momentum acquired by a tank filled with sloshing fluid was reduced61

(albeit on a very small scale) by the formation of fluid jets as the sloshing fluid interacted with its62

container. These observations led to the primary hypothesis of this study, that the suppression of the63

rebound of a partially filled sphere is caused by an exchange of energy from the bouncing sphere to64

the internal motion of the fluid. The primary experimental objective was to determine, through the65

variation of physical parameters (summarized in Table I), an optimum fluid level or type within the66

sphere for maximum rebound mitigation.67

II. EXPERIMENTAL METHODS68

The interaction between internal sloshing and rebound suppression is manifest by fluid motion69

inside the spheres as they fall and rebound. Transparent spheres were used to highlight this motion70

and to improve understanding of what is occurring inside while measuring the position outside.71

High-speed imaging was used to capture the position and visualize the fluid motion.72

Spheres were dropped over a range of heights, to measure the rebound response with regard to73

initial conditions, using the empty sphere as a baseline for comparison. These spheres were filled74

with fluids of different density and viscosity in increments of 10% of the interior fill volume to75

determine the effect of the added fluid on the rebound of the partially filled spheres (shown in76

Table I). Two types of spheres were used to investigate the influence of elasticity: a Skyball R© and77

a rigid acrylic sphere. The Skyball R© is a thin walled (3–5 mm) thermal plastic urethane (TPU)78

sphere originally pressurized with oxygen and helium (0.65–0.8 kg/cm3). The internal pressure was79

removed and fluid was added or removed by using a hypodermic syringe. Removing the pressure80

reduced the diameter of the sphere to those listed in Table I. The acrylic spheres were made up of81

two thin walled (1.75 mm) halves glued together and filled via a small hole in the top covered with82

tape before use.83
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FIG. 3. The experimental setup used to observe the dynamics of a partially fluid filled sphere.

The spheres were suspended above a drop platform made of an acrylic plate (61 × 61 84

× 5 cm3) supported by a custom-built frame (Fig. 3). The height of the spheres was varied by 85

raising and lowering a suction cup attached to the spheres. Back lighting was provided by several 86

halogen lights, placed behind a diffusion screen. Images were captured by a Photron SA3 camera at 87

1500 frames per second (fps) with a shutter speed of 1/6000 s. 88

The sphere positions were tracked using a combination of methods. First, a 2D normalized 89

cross-correlation algorithm compared each image to a template of a portion of the sphere similar to 90

the methods in Truscott.17 In cases where this method failed, a sequential difference between images 91

was used to find the leading edge.18 Although both of these methods can contribute to large errors 92

when calculating velocity and/or acceleration, the data for position estimates was used exclusively 93

which have relatively low error, ± 3 pixels (i.e., ± 0.997 mm on average depending on the image 94

set). 95

III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 96

A. Fluid motion 97

When a partially filled sphere impacts the ground, the collision imparts considerable motion 98

to the enclosed fluid. Depending on the fluid properties, the surface geometry, and the initial drop 99

height, the fluid motion produces cavities, jets, swirl, and chaotic flow. Water, isopropyl alcohol, 100

and glycerin were used to study density and viscous effects. The rebound characteristics of each 101

fluid type were compared with that of an empty sphere (see Fig. 4) to determine the effect the fluid 102

had on the rebound suppression. The effort to quantify this effect is discussed and demonstrated 103

in Sec. IV. 104

Unlike water (Fig. 2, Figs. 4(c) and 4(d)), the alcohol (Fig. 4(b)) immediately forms a radial jet 105

after the first impact that travels up through the center of the sphere, converging as it rises, enclosing 106

a cavity of air inside itself. When the top of the radial jet closes, two jets are formed, one directed 107

upwards and the other down into the cavity. Surprisingly, there is no noticeable effect on the initial 108

rebound height as the sphere rebounds to approximately 63% ±2% of its initial height, similar to 109

the empty sphere in Fig. 4(a). The radial jet formation remains until the second impact, upon which 110

it collapses downward and the flow becomes chaotic and the rebound is suppressed by 15%–75%, 111

depending on the fluid volume. 112

In the water-filled sphere (Fig. 4(c), V < 50%), after the initial impact the water travels up the 113

sides of the sphere forming a smooth surface with a depression in the middle. This fluid motion has 114

no apparent affect on the first rebound and the sphere travels to approximately 6 1% ±2% of the drop 115

height, similar to the empty sphere (Fig. 4(a)). On the second bounce, the cavity collapses toward 116
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FIG. 4. Comparison of fluid motion with different volumes and physical properties within a urethane sphere. All
sequences included are dropped from 20 cm. The moment of greatest sphere deformation upon the first impact is
marked as t = 0 ms. Dark bars indicate the second and third impacts. (a) Sequence of an empty sphere (Video 2) m
= 125 g. (b) Sequence of a sphere 20% filled with isopropyl alcohol (Video 3) m = 196 g. (c) Sequence of a sphere
20% filled with water (Video 4) m = 207 g. (d) Sequence of a sphere 70% filled with water (Video 5) m = 425 g.
(e) Sequence of a sphere 20% filled with glycerin (Video 6) m = 249 g. All spheres shown have a diameter of 8 cm
(enhanced online). [URL: http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4771985.2] [URL: http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4771985.3]
[URL: http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4771985.4] [URL: http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4771985.5] [URL:
http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4771985.6].

its base forming a vigorous jet that impacts the top interior of the sphere. When the fluid volume117

is greater than 50% (Fig. 4(d)) the fluid forms into a single, wide jet after the first impact. (This118

phenomenon is discussed in greater detail in Sec. III D.) After the second impact and corresponding119

jet formation, fluid motion inside the sphere becomes chaotic until the sphere eventually comes to120

rest. After the second impact of all water filled trials the rebound of the sphere is greatly suppressed,121

reaching between 20%–70% of the previous apex. The large variance in the second rebound appears122

to depend on the amount of water in the sphere as well as the initial drop height.123

http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4771985.2
http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4771985.3
http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4771985.4
http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4771985.5
http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4771985.6
http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4771985.6
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FIG. 5. Rebound trajectories vs time for several cases of a sphere partially filled with water: empty sphere, 10%, 30%, 50%,Q2
70%, 90% and 100% filled sphere. The 30% filled sphere experiences the greatest rebound suppression of any case dropped
from 20 cm (compare to Fig. 4). (a) Trials dropped from 10 cm. (b) Trials dropped from 20 cm. (c) Trials dropped from
30 cm.

The glycerin filled sphere also experiences a greatly reduced fluid motion during rebound 124

(Fig. 4(e)). After the first impact the glycerin begins to travel up one side of the sphere and a shallow 125

depression is formed in the center. The initial rebound height is not affected by the presence of the 126

glycerin for reasons other than the greater mass of the fluid. Immediately after the second impact, 127

a small jet forms off center as the cavity collapses. The fluid then circles up and around the other 128

side, coating the wall with a layer of glycerin. The sphere motion is suppressed to approximately 129

the same degree as water and alcohol. 130

B. Rebound suppression 131

Of all the parameters varied, the fluid volume inside the sphere had the greatest effect on 132

rebound suppression. For the urethane spheres an empty sphere rebounds to approximately 85% of 133

the previous height. As shown in Fig. 5, the sphere rebound is greatly reduced as small amounts 134

of fluid are added. The first rebound is relatively unaffected by the presence of fluid. However, the 135

second rebound is dependent on the fluid volume, achieving a minimum height at 30% filled and a 136

maximum at 100% (i.e., reaching nearly the same height as an empty sphere, see Fig. 5). 137

The initial drop height has very minor effects on the rebound characteristics of the spheres. 138

As the drop height increases, the effects due to viscosity and density are diminished. Also, as the 139

initial drop height changes, the fluid volume required for maximum suppression varies slightly in a 140

neighborhood of the previously optimal 30%, except for drop heights less than or equal to 10 cm. 141

The rebound trajectories of spheres filled with water, alcohol, and glycerin to fill volumes 142

of 10%–40% versus time are shown in Fig. 6. Maximum suppression occurs in all three cases 143
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FIG. 6. Rebound trajectories vs time for trials of water, isopropyl alcohol, and glycerin filled to 10%–40% of interior volume
in comparison with that of an empty sphere. Trials are dropped from 20 cm (compare to Fig. 4). (a) 10% filled. (b) 20% filled.
(c) 30% filled. (d) 40% filled.

when the fluid volume is approximately 30% of the total interior volume of the sphere. Given the144

similarity between the responses of different fluids across a wide range of volumes tested (Fig. 6),145

fluid properties do not seem to play a role in rebound suppression unless the initial drop height is146

extremely low (≤10 cm). It is supposed that the dynamics of rebound suppression of a partially147

fluid-filled sphere is relatively independent of viscosity.148

C. Elasticity149

Street hockey balls are made of a firm, hard polymer that deforms less than the TPU shown in150

Fig. 4. To address the role that elasticity plays in rebound suppression, acrylic spheres were partially151

filled with water and tested using the same method as outlined in Sec. II (see Table I). Water was the152

only fluid type used with these trials because the role of viscosity was not apparent in the rebound153

suppression of the urethane spheres (the case of a completely filled sphere was too heavy to be154

dropped from 30 cm without breaking).155

An image sequence of the progression of 30% and 70% filled trials with an acrylic sphere can156

be seen in relation to an empty acrylic sphere in Fig. 7. The inelasticity of the acrylic reduces the157

time that the sphere is in contact with the impacting surface. This limited contact time and relatively158

low material deformation causes the fluid to react more rapidly.159

In the 30% trials (Fig. 7(b)), the fluid response mirrors the 30% filled urethane spheres of160

Fig. 4(c) only accentuated due to the rapid fluid response from the impact. A meniscus-like cavity161

forms shortly after the first impact, the walls of which almost cover the entire interior surface.162

After the second impact, jet formation is visible as the cavity collapses. This flow pattern quickly163

transitions to chaotic motion. Similar to the urethane cases, rebound suppression is greatest for the164

30% filled cases of the acrylic sphere as seen in Fig. 8.165
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FIG. 7. Comparison of fluid motion with different volumes and physical properties within an acrylic sphere. All sequences
included are dropped from 20 cm. The moment of first impact is marked as t = 0 ms. Dark bars indicate the second
and third impacts. (a) Sequence of an empty acrylic sphere (Video 7). m = 50 g. (b) Sequence of an acrylic sphere 30%
filled with water (Video 8). m = 192 g. (c) Sequence of an acrylic sphere 70% filled with water (Video 9). m = 387 g.
All spheres shown have a diameter of 8 cm (enhanced online). [URL: http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4771985.7] [URL:
http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4771985.8] [URL: http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4771985.9].

In the 70% trials (Fig. 7(c)), the fluid response again mirrors that of a similarly filled urethane 166

sphere in an accentuated manner. Following the first impact, the fluid forms into a wide jet originating 167

from the center of the free surface. As the sphere rebounds, the jet impacts the top of the sphere 168

before the apex of the first rebound. Following the second impact, the flow becomes chaotic, while 169

the sphere rebounds to a reduced height as can be seen in Fig. 8. 170

A key difference between the trials of an acrylic sphere and those of an urethane sphere is that 171

the completely filled acrylic sphere does not rebound as high as expected. In the urethane trials, the 172

trajectory of a completely filled sphere was nearly identical to that of an empty one, whereas the 173

completely filled acrylic has a reduced rebound height (Fig. 8). 174

D. Points of interest 175

Dropping a sphere partially filled with fluid from rest, provides an understanding of the coupling 176

and later decoupling of the fluid mass with its container under sloshing motions. If one is to truly 177

investigate the dynamics of the rebound of a street hockey ball and how fluid acts to mitigate that 178

rebound, it is necessary to disturb the initial free surface of the fluid. Experiments involving an 179

initially disturbed free surface were briefly investigated, utilizing three different methods to disturb 180

the quiescent conditions (explained above): creating a vortex in the fluid, a randomly disturbed free 181

surface and rolling off of an inclined plane. 182

If a vortex is created in the fluid by hand-rotation before release, a large central jet and a reduced 183

rebound height occurs after the initial impact (Fig. 9) similar to the second rebound of the cases in 184

http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4771985.7
http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4771985.8
http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4771985.8
http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4771985.9
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FIG. 8. Rebound trajectories vs time for trials of partially filled acrylic spheres with water: empty sphere, 30% filled sphere,
70% filled sphere, and 100% filled sphere. Trials are dropped from 20 cm (compare to Fig. 7). Again we see that an interior
fill of 30% mitigates the rebound best from that drop height. Inconsistencies in tracking the motion of the sphere due to
overexposure were approximated with a quadratic fit, hence the gaps in the data replaced by dotted lines.

Fig. 4. This confirms that a disturbed free surface is an important parameter for energy transfer from185

the sphere to the fluid. Note that the size of the jet formation in Fig. 9 is somewhat reduced when186

compared to the spheres of Fig. 4 because much of the energy transfer changes the direction of the187

vortical motion in addition to the jet.188

As more fluid was added to both the acrylic and urethane spheres, they elongated slightly, while189

suspended due to the greater mass acting on the material. After the spheres were released, the material190

oscillated. These oscillations imparted a resonance to the fluid, resulting in a gently disturbed free191

surface by the time of the first impact (Fig. 10). The disturbed surface gives way to several small192

jets after the first impact where under normal, undisturbed circumstances this formation would not193

arise until the second impact.194

Another method to observe the rebound of the sphere was to have the sphere roll off of a195

shallow incline where impact occurred in the viewing area of the positioned cameras. This scenario196

was observed in cases where the fluid was initially undisturbed and when a vortex was formed in the197

fluid. Similar to the suspended sphere which included a vortex, the rolling sphere with rotating fluid198

had a greatly reduced first rebound in relation to the rolling sphere whose fluid had not been subjected199

to rotation (Fig. 11(a)). The fluid response of the cases where the fluid is initially undisturbed are200

FIG. 9. Images of the first rebound for a 30% filled urethane sphere with an initially disturbed free surface (vortex) dropped
from 20 cm above the ground. The vortex collapses during the first rebound (t = 25 ms) forming a large jet that mitigates the
rebound height. m = 250 g, dia = 8 cm (Video 10) (enhanced online). [URL: http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4771985.10].

http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4771985.10
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FIG. 10. Images of a 70% filled acrylic sphere that was initially elongated before release, resulting in small oscillations
afterward (same set as Fig. 7(c)). A jet is formed as each of the small dimpled disturbances collapse after impact. m = 387
g, dia = 8 cm (Video 11) (enhanced online). [URL: http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4771985.11].

similar to those explained in Sec III; a cavity-like deformation forms after the first impact which 201

collapses into a jet upon the second impact and rebound is mitigated (Fig. 11(b)). 202

Control was difficult to replicate in all of these situations, so extensive experimentation was 203

not performed. The limited sample set provides a qualitative understanding that initially imparting a 204

rotation to the fluid serves to mitigate rebound. This verifies the conclusions that a motion imparted to 205

the free surface, naturally or by experimentally augmenting the initial conditions, serves to mitigate 206

the rebound of a partially filled sphere. 207

IV. ANALYSIS 208

This section explores the jet formation, momentum exchange, and kinetic energy losses needed 209

to describe the transfer of energy from the external motion of the sphere to the internal flow of the 210

fluid. It is clear that there is some exchange of momentum with regard to the experimental data and 211

results described in Sec. III. The dynamics of a partially fluid filled sphere depend on the deformation 212

of the free surface into a cavity and the resultant collapse of that cavity. Antkowiak et al.11 and Gekle 213

et al.12 explained that jet formation is dependent on the transfer of kinetic energy from the collapsing 214

walls of the cavity converging into the vigorous jet. Viscosity’s role is disregarded in a general sense 215

with regard to the data shown and discussed in Sec. III B. Here, we conclude that the main damping 216

of the ball motion is caused by a decoupling of the sphere mass and fluid mass rather than the viscous 217

dissipation within the sphere and that the maximum dissipation of energy occurs when the sphere is 218

30% full. 219

FIG. 11. Images of the first rebound for two 60% filled urethane spheres rolling off of a 30% inclined plane (not shown) from
10 cm above the ground. m = 377 g, dia = 8 cm. (a) Released with an initially rotating vortical-like flow (Video 12). The vortex
collapses during the first rebound (t = 23 ms) forming a large jet that mitigates the rebound height. (b) Released after the flow
came to rest yielding a much larger rebound (Video 13) (enhanced online). [URL: http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4771985.12]
[URL: http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4771985.13].

http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4771985.11
http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4771985.12
http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4771985.13
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FIG. 12. This image is formed by combining a single pixel line from the center of the sphere from each image in the set of
Fig. 2, where the left side is t = −120 ms and the right is t = 536 ms.

A. Jet formation220

The jet is a result of the collapse of the meniscus-like cavity formed after the first rebound. Both221

the meniscus-like cavity and jet are the result of accelerations in the fluid, therefore, determination of222

these accelerations and their directions seems appropriate. We can approximate them by measuring223

the motion of the meniscus and jet at one location inside the sphere. To do this, we analyze a line of224

pixels along the center of the sphere as shown in Fig. 12 similar to the technique used by Gilet and225

Bush.19 This removes some of the motion of the meniscus and jet outside the pixel-line, but yields226

a reasonable approximation. The results of this analysis are shown in Fig. 13 where the position,227

velocity, and acceleration of the sphere and cavity/jet (relative to the sphere position) are plotted on228

top of one another. In the case of the fluid, measurements after the jet impacts the top of the sphere229

are impossible due to the chaotic nature of the motion, thus we impose a zero value after full jet230

formation in Fig. 13 (Yj).231

The position of the meniscus is flat and has relatively no motion before the first impact in232

Fig. 13 (Yj, t = 0 ms) and begins to form a cavity after impact, visible in the increasing position of233

the meniscus until the sphere reaches its apex (between t = 0–130 ms). As the sphere begins to fall234

FIG. 13. The position, velocity, and acceleration of both the sphere (Y relative to ground) and interior fluid (Yj relative to
the sphere). Position, velocity, and acceleration of the jet are forced to zero after jet formation (t > 280 ms).
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toward the second impact the meniscus appears to settle somewhat and stop moving up the sides of 235

the sphere until impact with the ground where the meniscus collapses very quickly and a large jet is 236

formed (t = 258–270 ms). From the acceleration of the jet it is apparent that the downward motion 237

of the collapsing meniscus creates a negative acceleration on the order of 200 m/s2 (t = 258 ms), 238

whereas the jet moves upward creating a positive acceleration of the fluid on the order of 1000 m/s2
239

(t = 267 ms). While there is some error in the method applied here it is clear that the acceleration 240

of the jet exceeds the acceleration of the collapsing event and that the acceleration of the fluid is 241

important in the cavity/jet formation. These accelerations indicate a large transfer of momentum 242

from the motion of the sphere to the motion of the fluid. 243

B. Momentum exchange 244

Since the system appears to be independent of increasingly viscous fluids an explanation of 245

where the damping occurs is warranted. Although we cannot carefully measure the fluid motion of 246

each mass particle inside the sphere, we can estimate velocity of the initial jet and make assumptions 247

about the mass affected to show that a decoupling of the sphere-fluid system is the main factor in 248

the momentum transfer. We propose a simple physical model where two elastic spheres represent 249

the fluid-solid system where the empty elastic sphere is represented by a larger sphere of mass M 250

and the fluid as a smaller sphere of mass m. Furthermore, the mass m is positioned above M such 251

that the centers of the two spheres are perfectly aligned and both spheres are released from rest at 252

the same time (Fig. 14(a)). Sphere M reaches the ground first and reverses direction resulting in a 253

collision with m. The collision results in a loss of momentum for M and a reversal of direction and 254

increased momentum for m. 255

For the sake of simplicity, we view the collisions of M with the ground and between m as 256

one-dimensional and elastic. That is, momentum and kinetic energy are conserved. The differences 257

in momentum of the two masses prior to the collision contribute to their motion after colliding. 258

When the masses of the two spheres and their initial velocities are known, one can solve for the 259

masses’ exit velocities with the following relations (um and uM are the entry velocities, here um 260

= uM), 261

vm = um(m − M) + 2MuM

m + M
, vM = uM (M − m) + 2mum

m + M
. (1)

262

FIG. 14. (a) A physical model of the rebound reduction of a partially filled sphere where two spheres collide after one
impacts the ground altering their momentum. (b) The momentum of the sphere and jet after the second impact normalized
by the combined momentum of the sphere and jet before impact for both the model and experimental data.
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A comparison between the momentum of the sphere and jet normalized by the total incoming263

momentum for the second rebound is presented in Fig. 14(b). Both data extracted from a water filled264

urethane sphere dropped from 10 cm and the theoretical analog based on Eqs. (1) are presented. As265

m increases from 0% to 100% filled the momentum of M decreases for both theory and data. The266

rebound of M is minimized when M has negative momentum after impact with m. If this were the267

case in the sphere-fluid system, then the maximum height that the sphere reaches would be constant268

at volumes ≥30%. However, we do not see this in the rebound heights shown in Fig. 5 nor negative269

momentum values in the sphere data of Fig. 14(b). Instead, the rebound of the sphere increases even270

when the mass of the fluid exceeds that of the sphere (≥30% filled).271

In the case of the jet, the model predicts that 50% or more of the momentum is transferred to the272

fluid for the 25% filled sphere. Similarly, the data indicate that more than 100% of the momentum273

transfers to the fluid for the 30% filled case. Clearly this is impossible, and occurs in our data set274

because we apply the maximum jet velocity at a single location to the entire fluid volume. From the275

high-speed image data, it is evident that not all of the fluid is moving at the maximum jet velocity,276

and debatable whether the entire fluid volume is decoupled from the sphere. However, the data do277

indicate trending similar to the model and show a decreasing momentum exchange as the volume278

of the sphere is increased beyond 30%. Though the quantitative comparison between theory and279

experiment are inaccurate, a qualitative statement arises: A majority of the damping motion is caused280

by the decoupling of the two masses (fluid and sphere) wherein an exchange of momentum from a281

rebounding sphere to a chaotically moving fluid significantly reduces the rebound height.282

C. Energy loss formulation283

Where investigating momentum failed in that measuring fluid velocities was grossly overesti-284

mated, calculating a loss of energy from the rebounding sphere to the fluid is facilitated more easily285

by simple and accurate measurements of rebound height. The mass of an empty sphere (msph) and286

the mass of the fluid (mf l) are considered to be separate but coupled. This coupling is defined when287

the body of mf l is in contact with the walls of the sphere. It is observed that the motion of one directly288

influences the other, including the moment of jet formation following the second impact. The total289

energy (TE) of the system is given by the first instance where the energy is wholly potential.290

The important steps of this system are the initial drop, the first impact and rebound, the apex of291

the first rebound, the second impact and rebound (resulting in jet formation), and finally the apex of292

the second rebound as shown in Fig. 15.293

The system operates on the reserve of TE created by the sphere held at an initial height. This294

reserve is depleted as energy is lost in the dynamic interaction between the sphere and the impacting295

surface, as described by the coefficient of restitution of the sphere material. Much of the remaining296

FIG. 15. A free body diagram of a partially fluid-filled sphere. At the initial position, (PE0), mtot is suspended above a flat,
rigid surface at the initial height h0. As the sphere rises from the first impact (KE1− ), a parabolic cavity forms. At the apex of
the first rebound, (PE1), the cavity is fully formed and the energy of the system is once again stored in the potential of mtot at
h1. The kinetic energy of mtot approaching the second impact is transferred to the collapse of the cavity and kinetic energy
contained in mf l. The result of this energy transfer is the formation of the jet (KE2− ) and reduced rebound height, h2.
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energy of the combined mass mtot after two impacts is lost through the decoupling of msph and mf l. 297

The reduction of energy across an arbitrary impact can then be resolved in both dynamic losses 298

[dynn](due to elasticity) and fluid losses [f ln], which can be expressed as a difference of potential 299

energies. 300

The energy transferred to the fluid can be expressed by the change in potential energy from 301

rebound to rebound as potential energy is proportional to height. The most dramatic change in 302

rebound heights, as observed in Sec. III, occurs between the first and second rebounds as the fluid 303

cavity collapses and a jet is formed. Consequently, it is not necessary to continue the investigation 304

of energy loss beyond the second rebound. So our system is represented by 305

T E = P En + f l1 + dyn1 + f l2 + dyn2.

Therefore, the sphere’s energy losses to the fluid following the first impact can be expressed as: 306

T E = P En + dyn1 + f l1,

307
f l1 = mtot g(h0 − h1) − msph g(h0 − h10 ). (2)

308

The sphere’s energy losses to the fluid after the second impact can then be found using Eq. (1), 309

T E = P En + f l1 + dyn1 + f l2 + dyn2,

310
f l2 = mtot g(h1 − h2) − msph g(h20 − h10 ). (3)

311

It can be seen from Eqs. (2) and (3) that the loss of momentum to the fluid at the first and second 312

rebounds depends on the change of potential energy from the preceding rebound (or in the case of 313

the first rebound, from the initial drop height), h10 and h20 represent the first and second rebounds of 314

an empty sphere. The preceding rebound height demonstrates the maximum amount of energy that 315

is available for the sphere rebound. 316

D. Energy loss results 317

The method described above extracts the dynamics of a partially filled sphere and can be used 318

to observe the effect of different physical parameters in reducing the rebound. To approximate the 319

actual transfer of energy between rebounds, the method described in Sec. IV C was applied to the 320

experimental data presented in Sec. III. Figure 16 shows that a majority of the energy is lost to the 321

fluid during the second rebound. The loss of energy to the fluid after the first impact is minimal in 322

relation to the amount of energy that is provided to that impact, and the loss to the fluid after the 323

second impact is significantly higher in terms of the energy available. As more fluid is put into the 324

sphere, the energy lost to the fluid on the first impact increases. The added mass of the increasing 325

fluid volume provides a greater potential for energy reduction upon the initial impact. The energy 326

that is lost to the fluid after the second impact varies, depending on drop height and interior fill 327

volumes, with a maximum occurring within a neighborhood of a 30% fill volume. 328

The results of the energy transfer as described for the partially filled sphere are independent of 329

the fluid viscosity. As can be noted between the two plots featured in Fig. 16, the differences in the 330

energy transferred due to a change in viscosity are slight. The greatest transfer of energy is after the 331

second impact regardless of the fluid viscosity. Again, the maximum energy loss after the second 332

impact occurs in a neighborhood of a 30% fill volume regardless of viscosity, which is when the 333

mass of the fluid is approximately equal to the mass of the sphere. 334

When the TE of the system exceeds the potential for suppression in the fluid, the second rebound 335

of the sphere is greater than those cases where the majority of the TE is lost to the fluid. The fluid 336

volume also has a limitation to how much energy it can take from the system. Increasing the total 337

energy of the system will, at some point, overcome the potential for energy reduction by the fluid. 338

Simply adding fluid to the spheres in these cases does not counter the greater initial energy. There 339

appears to be a threshold of fill volume that optimally suppresses the second rebound of the sphere. 340
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FIG. 16. Non-dimensional energy loss vs percentage of interior volume filled for trials of (a) urethane spheres partially filled
with water and (b) urethane spheres partially filled with isopropyl alcohol. Empty markers denote the energy loss to the fluid
occurring after the first impact, while the filled markers represent the loss after the second impact. The results are scaled by
the amount of energy available to the sphere before first and second impact, Mgh0 and Mgh1, respectively.

Once this threshold is passed, the second rebound of the sphere is higher with each increment of341

added fluid until the completely filled sphere nearly mirrors the trajectory of the completely empty342

sphere, this fact is highlighted in the reduced transfer of energy after the second impact of the343

completely filled sphere.344

Calculating the energy losses from rebound to rebound provides an understanding of the optimal345

fill volume for rebound suppression. Without explanation, Quinn9 states (in the patent of his street346

hockey ball) that the street hockey balls are to be filled to a level less than half of the interior volume347

of the ball. As can be seen in Fig. 16, his observations are verified. In fact, across all variations348

of fluid viscosity and drop height, the energy removed from the system when the sphere is filled349

with less than 50% of the interior volume is significantly greater than those trials with a greater fill350

volume (with ≈30% optimal).351

Understanding the definition of how m f l and msph are coupled helps to explain why an interior352

fill volume greater than 50% does not further reduce the rebound of the partially filled sphere after353

the second impact. When the volume of fluid inside the sphere increases from 0% to 50%, the area354

of the fluid free surface increases. With greater surface area, there is more room for the fluid jet to355

form and be decoupled from the combined mass M. There is more space available in these cases356

for the fluid to move away from the boundary of the sphere. As more fluid is added to the sphere357

(50%–100%), the free surface area decreases and the available space for the decoupling of the fluid358

mass from M is restricted.359

Extensive trials were performed for spheres dropped from 10 to 30 cm with energy loss cal-360

culations agreeing relatively well after normalizing by the amount of energy available prior to the361

sphere’s impact. Viewing the output of the energy loss from the runs dropped from 20 cm and 30 cm362

led to an assumption that the data converged toward some upper limit of energy removed by the fluid363

as the total energy of the system was increased. To determine whether this assumption was valid,364

trials were run dropping the sphere from 60 cm (see Fig. 16). The results show a reduction in the365

energy taken out of the system by the fluid after the second bounce. This invalidates the assumption366

that a greater initial energy would provide a closer fit to the general trend observed with the earlier367

trials, although better agreement was observed among trials using alcohol.368

The energy transfer results of filling an acrylic sphere with water to volumes of 30%, 70%, and369

100% exhibit similar responses as the urethane spheres in terms of the percentage of energy that370

is transferred to the fluid after the first and second impacts (Fig. 17). The initial fluid response and371

rebound characteristics of the acrylic sphere differs from that of the urethane sphere, as discussed372

in Sec. III C, but the overall behavior of energy loss to the fluid is in agreement. That is, the greater373

energy loss is found in the cases that have fill volumes less than 50%, and the losses accrued after the374
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FIG. 17. Non-dimensional energy loss vs percentage of interior volume filled for acrylic spheres that are partially filled
with water. Scaling and marker representation are the same as in Fig. 16. Dotted lines are included to assist in observing the
behavior of the system as more fluid is added.

first impact are greater than those of the second impact in the cases where the sphere is completely 375

filled. An event explained by the emergence of small jets after the first impact due to small oscillatory 376

disturbances in the free surface (Sec. III D). 377

V. CONCLUSIONS 378

When a partially fluid filled sphere impacts with the ground, a jet is formed when a deformation 379

in the free surface collapses. The jet acts to mitigate a large portion of the rebound energy in a 380

decoupling of the momentum from the sphere to the fluid. For initially quiescent flows, this occurs 381

after the second rebound since the first rebound acts to form a large cavity-like deformation. This 382

phenomenon is utilized by the Quinn9 street hockey ball which claims that the desired fill volume is 383

less than half of the interior volume. We confirm and add that the ideal fill volume varies between 384

10% and 40% depending on the initial drop height of the sphere. However, the most consistent fill 385

volume for rebound suppression among fluid and sphere material types was 30%. 386

Within a partially filled sphere, the fluid flow is only constrained by the sphere itself. This 387

provides an inherent understanding of the relationship between fluid and sphere masses that governs 388

the rebound mitigation and momentum transfer. Analyzing the energy lost to the fluid leads to 389

several conclusions. The greatest amount of energy lost to the fluid inside the sphere occurs in a 390

neighborhood of a 30% fill volume. The moment of the second impact, resulting in cavity collapse 391

and jet formation, contributes most directly to this transfer, which is independent of viscosity, despite 392

the changes in the jet formation structure observed in Fig. 4. Increasing the total energy of the system 393

by raising the initial drop height does not necessarily lead to greater energy transfer. A change in 394

material properties, from urethane to acrylic, does not affect the mechanism of energy transfer 395

although the specific fluid responses differ. Foremost, the mechanism of energy transfer from the 396

sphere to the fluid is a decoupling of the two masses and is only effective in the presence of a free 397

surface. 398

This passive removal of energy from a moving component is a potentially cost effective method 399

for stabilizing systems. In particular, for systems engaged in the interaction with fluids—where 400

the motion of an object and the fluid are coupled—this method of stabilization could benefit the 401

system’s designed purposes. Obviously, sloshing and jet formation on a large scale can damage and 402

incapacitate mechanisms and containers. 3 However, harnessing sloshing as a passive dampener is 403

potentially advantageous on a small scale. The application of this study to larger systems could be 404
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achieved by combining several small dampeners to effectively mitigate larger motions and is the405

subject of future work.406
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